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SUIOURY 

1. The mean performance of all the 4 types of crosses viz., 

Multi x multi, Uulti x bi, Bi x bi and Bi x multi when reared 

during all the 4 seasons for 2 consecutive years each with 3 

replications (TABLE- MATER 1.) showed that-

i) Bi x Bi crossesfaired well only in AUTUMN (OCT.- NOV). and 

SPRING (JAN.-FEB.) when the ambient temperature was 

congenial for silkworm rearings. 

ii) Multi x bi crosses, though tared well in winter months yet 

their performance was quite satisfactory even during DRY 

SUMMER (MAY - JUNE). Moreover, the preceding seed crop tor 

MAY - JUNE falling during March when bivoltine (Pl) could be 

reared safely for hybrid preparation. 

iii) Since Bi x bi and multi x bi crosses could safely be reared 

during (OCT.-NOV. and JAN.- FEB.) and <MAY- JUNE) months 

respectively multi x multi crosses might be over looked 

during these above months. 

IV) But during WET SUMMER ,(AUG.- SEPT.) when no bi x bi or 

multi x bi could be reared because of high temperature 

coupled with very high humidity, the only way left out was 

to rear Multi x multi in the tropic of West Bengal <Das et 

J!.l .• 1993). 



v) The 
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per'se performance showed that SF19 x PS, NB18 x PS, 

x SF19, NB19 x KS(O)faired well during OCT. - NOV. and 

JAN. - FEB. CBS x Raj, CBS x G, Raj x B, Raj x Nistari, Raj 

x G performed better during AUG. - SEPT.; CBS x PS, Raj x 

NB18, Raj x PS, CBS x NB18, Raj x JD6 were shown better 

performance during MAY - JUNE. 

2. The graphical analysis o! bivoltine and multivoltine breeds 

expressed by the Wr, Vr graph indicated (TABLE : 03). 

i) Ovedrdominance was observed for PUP & SSW in OCT.- NOV. and 

YIELD in JAN FEB. in case of bivoltines whereas among 

multivoltines overdominance was observed for LW, SSW, SSW, 

SR%, & FL during AUG.- SEPT. 

ii) Complete dominance for YIELD was noticed during AUG.- SEPT. 

iii) Partial dominance was noticed for rest of the traits during 

different seasons indicating seasonal variation had a vital 

role in gene expression. 

3. Standardized deviation graph indicated (Table-D2> :

A. In bl I bi 

a) During OCT.- NOV. : PS had registered high concentration of 

dominant genes tor LP, LW, PUP, SCW and SSW. This was 

followed by N818 for LW, SCW, SSW, SRX & FL. High 
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concentration of recessive genes were observed tor FEC and 

YIELD, in P5; FEe and LP in NB18; FEe & SRX in SF19 & sew in 

KS(O). Low concentration of dominant genes were noticed for 

YIELD in NB18, & SF19; for LP in JD6, SF19 & KS(OJ; low 

concentration of recessive genes were noticed tor FEC in JD6. 

LW in SF19, PUP in NB18 and SF19; YIELD in JD6, & KS(OJ; SeW 

in JD6 and SF19; SSW in JD6, SF19 & KS(Ol, SR% In JD6 and 

KS(O) • and Fl in PS & SF19. Low concentration of dominant and 

recessive genes were recorded in KS(O) for PUP. 

b) In JAN. - FEB.: - During this season also P5 contained the high 

concentration of dominant genes for LP, LW, PUP, YIELD, SCW & 

SSW and SR%. This was followed by NB18 which had covered the 

LW, YIELD, SeW, SSW, SRX & FL. 

High concentration of recessive genes were present for FEC in 

P5 and JD6 & LP in SF19. Low concentration of dominant genes 

were observed for FEC in NB18, LP in JD6 and KS(Q), PUP in 

NB18 and KS(Ol, SRX in JD6; FL in P5. Low concentration of 

recessive genes responsible for LW in JD6. SF19 & KS(O), PUP 

in SF19, YIELD in SF19 & KS(Q); SCW in JD6 and SF19; SSW in 

JD6 & KS<Ol, SR~ in KS(O); FL in JD6 & SF19. High and low 

concentration of recessive genes for FEC were registered in 

Sfl9 & KS(O). High concentration of recessive and dominant 

gene for LP in NB18, for YIELD low concentration of dominant 

and recessive genes in JD6, and for sew, equal amount of high 

& low concentration of dominant genes in KS(O). 
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On the basis of above findings it could be inferred 

that the same breeds when subjected to different environments 

showed a different behaviour. Further, P5 and NB18 could be 

utilised in future breeding programme because of the presence 

of high concentration ot dominant genes for most of the 

traits. 

B. In Multivoltine population 

During AUG. - SEPT. 

High 

FEC, LP, 

sew, ssw, 

concentration of dominant genes were recorded in G for 

LW, YIELD, sew, SSW, and FL and in CBS for LW, YIELD, 

SRX & FL and in Nistari for PUP. Low concentration of 

dominant genes 

concentration of 

were registered tor LP in Nistari. Low 

recessive genes were noticed for FEC in CBS & 

Raj, LP in CBS & Raj. High and low concentration of dominant 

genes were observed for PUP in CBS; low concentration of dominant 

and recessive genes for LW in B & tor YIELD in Nistari and B. 

Therefore, 

exploited for 

among 

future 

multivoltines G, CBS and Raj could be 

breeding programme as they carried high 

concentration of dominant genes for most of the traits. 

4. Estimate of genetic components during all the 3 seasons 

revealed : 



i ) Non-significant 

dominant and 

F showed 

recessive 
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the presence of ambi-directional 

alleles with increasing and 

decreasing effects appeared to be dominant and recessive to 

the same extent. 

ii) Seasonal variations in the additive and dominant effect was 

much pronounced. 

iii) Degree of dominance : For FEe partial dominance was recorded 

during JAN.- FEB. whereas over dominance was noticed during 

AUG.- SEPT. in multivoltine and OCT.- NOV. in case of 

bivoltine. For LP overdominance was noticed during all the 3 

seasons. However, partial dominance was observed for LW in 

all 3 seasons. Again, over dominance was seen in all the 3 

seasons for PUP and YIELD. For SCW partial dominance was 

observed during OCT.-NOV. whereas overdominance was found in 

rest seasons. SSW had shown partial dominance in JAN.- FEB. 

& overdominance was registered during AUG.-SEPT. SRX was 

found to possess overdominance and fl was registered partial 

dominance during all the 3 seasons. 

iv) For exhibiting dominance (h2/Hz) for FEC more than 6 

groups in JAN.-FEB. whereas in OCT.- NOV. & AUG.-SEPT. more 

than one group were present. For LP in JAN. -FEB. it was more 

than 2 groups whereas in AUG.- SEPT more than one group were 

responsible. During OCT.-NOV. less than one group of 

recessive genes were present. 

http://ane.es
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LW & YIELD contributed 1 to 3 groups of gene during a11 the 

3 seasons. For PUP 2 to 3 groups of genes were involved 

during OCT.- NOV. and AUG.- SEPT; but during JAN.- FEB. more 

than 9 groups of recessive genes were present. For YIELD 2 

and 6 groups of genes were present during during AUG.- SEPT. 

and OCT.- NOV. respectively whereas in JAN - FEB. more than 

2 groups of recessive genes were present. SSW had registered 

2 to 5 groups of genes during AUG.- SEPT. and OCT.- NOV. but 

during JAN.- FEB. it was more than 24 groups. SR% had 

contributed more than 1 group, 4 groups & 2 groups during 

JAN.- FEB., OCT.- NOV. and AUG.- SEPT. respectively. FL was 

carrying more than 10 recessive groups in JAN.- FEB., more 

than 802 dominant genes in OCT.- NOV. and more than one 

group ot genes were responsible for the expression of that 

character. Here too, seasonal as well as breed variation 

were very much pronounced for the expression of a particular 

trait. 

v) The proportion of dominance genes were equal to 0.25 for SR% 

during AUG.- SEPT.; PUP in OCT.- NOV. and LW & YIELD during 

JAN.- FEB. suggesting symmetry in allelic distribution. 

vi) Heritability in broad sense was more than in narrow sense. 

The narrow sense heritability was more for sew. SSW and it 

was low tor PUP and HAT~. 

5. The combining ability analysis in diallel population revealed: 

i) High gca values tor various traits in NB18, P5, JD6 & KS(O) 

in both the seasons ocr.- NOV. & JAN.- FEB. 
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ii) High gca values were also observed in multivoltine breeds 

such as N, CBS, G and B. These breeds should be considered 

for development of population tor initiating crosses for 

pedigree breeding. 

iii) High sea values were obtained in different seasons with high 

x high, high x low, medium x high and low x low gca effects 

showing dominance, additive x dominance and complementary 

(epistasis) gene effects. 

iv) Components of variance contributing to larger sea in 

magnitude than tor gca showing non-additive gene action 

which facilitated heterosis breeding. 

However, the author was of opinion that the crosses should not 

selected merely on the basis of high sea values only rather 

per'se performance and heterotic performances should also be 

taken into account while selecting hybrids for 

commercialization.(TABLE: Dl. ). 

6. Combining ability in line x tester population indicated -

i) Among multivoltines as female parents (Lines) G was most 

desirable for FEC, CBS for pupation rate, Raj for LW, SCW, 

SSW & SRX that carried high gca values. 

ii) The bivoltine male parents (as tester) revealed high gca 

values for YIELD and SCW in P5, LW, PUP, and FL in NB18; LP 

& SSW in JD6 and SRX in SF19. 
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iii) The gca : sea variance was more than unity in G tor FEC, LP, 

PUP; In Raj LW; In Nistari for SCW, SSW, and SRX and in CBS 

tor FL suggesting additive components of heritable variance. 

Other than the above traits in all the breeds including 

bivoltines the ratio were less than unity showing that the 

traits were governed by non-additive components of heritable 

variance. 

iv) Parents having low/moderate goa for (eg. G and P5) for LW 

producing high sea suggesting epistatic gene action 

(complementary). 

v) Crosses such as CBS x JD6 (high x low) exhibit high sea 

effect for PUP indicated dominant type of interaction. 

vi) Similarly, Raj x NB18 containing high goa revealed high sea 

effect for LW depicting -additive x additive type of 

interaction. 

vii) High gca of Raj and PS brought down low sea effects showed 

additive effects. 

viii) Low x low gca viz., CBS x KS(O) for SRX producing high sea 

revealing inter allelic interaction in the form of 

complementary gene expression. 

ix) Crosses showing high sea values were Raj x KS(Q) for FEC, G 

x PS for LW, CBS x JD6 for PUP, Raj x PS for YIELD, Raj x 

NB18 for sew, SSW and Raj x JD6 for FL could be considered 

as good combiners for Fl varieties. 
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x) Parents such as, G, CBS and Raj among multivoltines: P5, 

NB18 and JD6 among bivoltines should be considered for 

developing populations for initiating crosses for pedigree 

breeding. 

7. Heterosis in diallel population indicated -

i) The degree of heterosis during JAN.- FEB. and OCT.- NOV. was 

not much pronounced because both parents as well as hybrids 

had reached to the same level and hence accounting tor least 

heterosis. 

ii) During MAY 

comparatively 

JUNE and AUG SEPT., the heteros was 

more because of the unfavourable season when 

only hybrids could thrive well because of their heterozygous 

superiority. 

Further, the hybrid should not be selected for further 

exploitation merely on the basis of heterosis effect but the 

per'se performance and sea ettect at that particular season 

should also be taken into consideration.TABLE : Dl, showing the 

per'se performance, sea effect and high heterosis from which the 

season specific hybrids should be selected for a particular trait 

for commercial exploitation. 

9. Genetic variability in bivoltine and multivoltine varieties 

revealed -

i) High values of phenotypic and genotypic variance were 

registered tor YIELD followed by PUP and low values for SCW 

and SSW. 
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ii) In bivoltine maximum phenotypic variability was experienced 

tor YIELD, followed by PUP SSW & FEC and FL. 

iii) In case ot multivoltine stocks filament length was noticed 

to contain high phenotypic variability followed by SSW, 

YIELD, FEC & PUP. 

V) High values or heritability (bs) in bivoltine were recorded 

in ssw, sew. 
vi) In case ot multivoltine SCW registered more heritability 

than SSW. 

vii) Silkworm traits such as ssw in bivoltine and sew, SSW, and 

FL in multivoltine showed high heritability with high 

genetic advance suggesting additive gene effect. 

viii) Traits such as ssw. in bivoltine and LW;YIELD and SR% in 

multivoltine had high heritability with low genetic advance 

were governed by non-additive gene (inter and intra allelic 

interaction) effect. 

As such. progeny testing and recurrent selection would be 

helpful to improve these traits. 

10. Correlation studies of bivoltine and multivoltine 

population inferred -

i) The genotypic correlations were higher than phenotypic 

correlation except PUP. 

ii) In both the populations LW had exhibited a negative 

correlation with PUP. 

' 
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iii) LW had established a positive correlation with YIELD, sew, 

SSW & SRX. 

iv) PUP had close positive correlation at both levels with 

YIELD. 

v) Major yield contributing components were LW, PUP, sew, SSW, 

which did not contain any negative correlation with each 

other at genotypic level. therefore, genetic gain in any 

one or these traits would directly bring a positive 

improvement on YIELD and hence proper attention should be 

paid on the above traits during selection. 

11. The direct and indirect effects of the yield attributes 

revealed -

i ) Pupation rate in bivoltine and sew in multivoltine 

populations registered the highest direct positive effect 

on YIELD both at phenotypic and genotypic level. 

ii) These two traits had also positive indirect effects through 

LW in bivoltine and through SSW and LW in multivoltine 

populations. 

iii) PUP in multivoltine, had substantial positive effect on 

cocoon YIELD but via LW and HAT% it had negligible positive 

indirect effect on cocoon YIELD. 

iv) LW had in both populations, moderately direct positive 

effects at both levels on yield. 
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v) LW, PUP, sew, SSW, had the inherent association with cocoon 

YIELD and were thus merit prime importance in selection 

programme tor cocoon YIELD improvement in ~ mQiiL. 


